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Digital

radiology
The acquisition and distribution of

digital medical images is no longer
regarded as remarkable; however, us-
ing them effectively and affordably
remains a challenge. Pioneered by
Teleradiology with point-to-point
image transmission, the far more de-
manding Picture Archival and Com-
munications System (PACS) fol-
lowed, but was initially mostly en-
countered only in large overseas aca-
demic hospital departments. PACS is
still often characterised by high-cost,
proprietary and unfamiliar hardware
and software requiring customised
installation, training and maintenance.
The system is typically established as
a complete entity, with dedicated
computer network links between ac-
quisition, storage and viewing sites.

Achieving successful implementa-
tion and functionality with digital
imaging networks, however, remains
challenging. Re-evaluation of
workflow issues has surfaced re-
cently. I It is clear that the image dis-
tribution architecture needs to focus
on the core professional activity of
radiology practices. The daily routines
involved in radiology departments
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require measures such as autorouting
and intelligent pre-fetching of digital
images from hard disks, CD juke-
boxes, digital tapes and various other
archival systems, ideally during the
night preceding procedures+' Terms
such as local, instore, nearline and
offline have been used to categorise the
accessibility of images in such digital
archives.'

Much of the current PACS delib-
eration has also revolved around in-
terfacing and integration with Radi-
ology Information Systems (RIS) and
Hospital Information Systems (HIS).
This includes catering for relevant but
often disparate standards such as the
Health Level 7 (HL 7) protocol, used
for patient data recording. Additional
software and hardware issues enjoy
attention, with discussion around such
esoteric items as distributed architec-
ture, database brokers and structured
query language (SQL - a standard
database management language}."

Pivotal to these discussions is the
Digital Imaging and Communication
in Medicine 3 standard (DICOM 3
or simply DICOM). This image for-
mat incorporates patient identifica-
tion elements and ensures (in theory
at leastl] the compatibility of various
components of the imaging and data
systems, allowing easier component
interaction and paving the way for
generic accessibility.

Information
technology (IT)

The rapid consumer-driven evolu-
tion of computer hardware and soft-
ware, together with major telecom-
munication advances, now offers func-
tionality that on the surface appears
eminently suitable for medical appli-
cation. Attempts are being built on the
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Internet communication links
Telecommunication technique Speed in bits Time to transfer

per second 1 MB file in seconds

Telephone modem (medium) 28000 374,5

Telephone modem (fast) 56000 187,2-----~-- ~.~~-- 1--- ---------
Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN) 128 000 81,9

Satellite 316000 33,2

Cable modem 560 ODD 18,7--
Network- Ethernet 1D 000 DOD 1,0
----
Network- Fast Ethernet 100 ODDODD D,1

foundation of high-specification com-
puters and the Internet, particularly
using the highly graphics-orientated
World Wide Web (WWW or 'the
Web'). The Internet is founded on the
Transmission Control Protocol!
Internet Protocol (TCPlIP), an elec-
tronic communication standard felt
by many to be the cardinal innova-
tion facilitating its successful expan-
sion. The establishment of hypertext
mark-up language (HTML), an essen-
tially simple coded text system allow-
ing customisable displays, has fostered
the development of graphical ele-
ments on the Web.'

Tied together by the TCP lIP and
HTML standards, the ubiquitous Web
browsers such as Microsoft Internet
Explorer (Microsoft, Redmond, WA)
and Netscape Navigator (Netscape
Communications, Mountain View,
CA) have established a familiar visual
interface and operating concept. 3

They allow the intuitive retrieval and
delivery of textual and graphical in-
formation, conveyed as packets ofbi-
nary data over the Internet. In essence,
potential low-end workstations have
arisen, largely as a consequence of the
Internet.

In a departure from simply trans-
mitting information, a recently devel-
oped programming language known

as Java (de-
vised by Sun
Microsysterns,
Mountain
View CA;
named for
the coffee)
allows small
programs (or
'applets'] to
be sent to the
user's com-
puter to run

locally on a 'Java Virtual Machine'. 5,6

This is in essence a computer built of
software, acting as a translator sand-
wiched between the applet and the
user's hardware. The Java applets can
therefore work irrespective of the op-
erating system and hardware, catering
for Windows, Macintosh and Unix-
based computers.

The
combination

The convergence of the independ-
ently evolved standards of PACS and
the Web creates an especially inter-
esting scenario. Widely-used compu-
ter graphic formats such as the Joint
Photographic Experts Groups (JPEG)
standard 4,6 allow for ready transmis-
sion of images such as CT and MRr,
even as simple e-mail attachments.
Sending or receiving images that are
merely viewed, without being ma-
nipulated, is therefore easily accom-
plished. This is the case in the Web
distribution of radiology teaching case
files, in a manner analogous to pre-
selected images being produced as
hard copy.

Other relevant sophisticated ancil-
lary Internet services include inter-
active whiteboard sessions and the
ability to establish 'Virtual Private
Networks', effectively allowing the
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creation of dedicated connections be-
tween nominated computers on theWeb.

Of particular interest to radiolo-
gists is the potential for simply creat-
ing the appropriate functionality of
basic imaging workstations on Web
computers.

Java-based DICOM viewers
Java-based DICOM viewers that

work within Web browsers have been
developed and offer an idea of what
can be achieved (Figure 1). Digital

, , Web server

~alMachine

Figure 1: Java-based DICOM viewers

images in the DrCOM format are as-
sumed, whether obtained directly
from a modality or as digitised hard
copy. The image-provider requires a
regular Web server (a computer act-

, ing as a Web-site), onto which the
DICOM images are loaded.' Auto-
matic image transfer from the
DrCOM storage device to the Web
server is possible, with simultaneous
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notification of relevant parties.' Rather
than needing dedicated radiologyPACS
expertise, the generic skillsofWeb and
network support staff ought to be suf-
ficient to run the system.

Security and data integrity assur-
ances are critical, although the strin-
gent financial security requirements on
the Internet have already led to many
of these issues being addressed. Tech-
nology such as electronic firewalls and
Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks
(RAID)2 may also be needed.

All this model assumes of recipi-
ents is that they have access to the
Web (typically through an Internet
service provider (ISP)) and a Web
browser on their Pc. The use of om-
nipresent Internet communications
permits access to these images from
within or outside the department.
Connection to the Web server from
any PC attached to the Web should
be assured, provided that security
measures are adhered to and that
communications lines are intact. This
allows easy after-hours access, with-
out the need to have specifically es-
tablished teleradiology links.S

At present, a reasonablePC configu-
ration for Web-based image viewing is
very much entry level, such as a 200
MHz or 300 MHz Pentium with 64 MB
of random access memory (RAM).7

The Java program is now trans-
ferred independently or together with
the image data, over the Web. At the
receiving end, the loading of the Java
program into the Web browser occurs
automatically, often in a dedicated
window. A major benefit of such a
Java DleOM viewer is the retention
of the familiar Web browser interface
and operation. Easy, platform-inde-
pendent installation without the need
for individual site visits and configu-
ration, limited training requirements

and straightforward
maintenance are of-
fered by these Java
applets. The viewer
software can there-
fore also be remotely
updated. These
DICOM viewers
then allow partial or
full interrogation of
the image data in a
similar fashion to a
workstation. Figure 3: Example of mora advanced Java DICOM viewer interlace
Windowing, density (www.derhy.comIDICOMlaccueil.html)

measurement, length
measurement and region of interest
functions are possible. The DICOM
viewer should be compatible with all
vendors' DICOM output, allow
multithread downloads (a number of
synchronous transfers) and permit
efficient image display and manipu-
lation.' It should be simple and flex-
ible, and ought to be especially good
for CT, MR and nuclear medicine
image viewing.

Examples of such DleOM Java
viewers are available either as applets
or stand-alone programs at the follow-
ing sites: wwwusers.imaginet.fr/
-sderhy/DicomApplet.html (Figure
2), http://www.derhy.com/DICOM/

Figure 2: Example of simple Java DICOM viewer
interface (wwwusers./magineUrl·sderhyl
DicomApplet. html)
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accueiLhtrnl(Figure3),www.derhy.com!
D ICOMIE VIEWB. zip, and
www.irus.rri.on.ca/-pslomka/j arvis).
Commercial offerings include Mitra
Imaging (http://www.mitra.com/
productsl exh ib it/i n dex. html,
Hartland, WIr, WDS Technologies
(www.wds.ch, Geneva, Switzerland)'
and Softlink (http://www.softlink.be/
javadicomtoolkit.htm).

Direct enquiry of an image data-
base on a Web server, with appropri-
ate security, now becomes possible
using standard Universal Resource
Locator (URL) Web links, such
as in the fictitious exampl
www.radpract.co.za/jones1234.html.
An e-mail message could easily be
used to notify radiologists of outstand-
ing images requiring reports, or clini-
cians of the completion of studies on
their patients, together with the rel-
evant Web links.

Ideally, then, a radiology practice
could provide a Web-enabled data-
base of images to be viewed by prac-
titioners and specialists from any PC
on the Web, given the appropriate
certification and password authenti-
cation. In theory, a 'department with-
out walls'Sis established, essentially by
setting up aWeb server and relying on
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Internet browsers with self-installing
DICOM-compatible graphics viewers
at the user's end. In the USA, private
radiology practices are already offer-
ing Web-based radiology image access
to their professional clients (N Davey,
personal communication). A com-
mercial firm has announced that it
will start offering this facility to or-
thopaedic surgeons at
www.eTrauma.com. Patients desiring
access to their own images over the
Web may follow.

But does such a Java DICOM
viewer allow prompt and profession-
ally acceptable viewing and interpre-
tation to take place in practice? The
effectiveness of any contemplated
Web-based medical imaging arrange-
ment depends on speed and quality
of communications, and on whether
primary or secondary diagnosis is in-
tended. Are the images to be used for
definitive reporting, or only for plan-
ning and/or for monitoring interven-
tions. A high-quality monitor would
be a prerequisite for primary diagno-
sis,especially for radiographic images.

Also, Java applets are limited in
size, largely by the time required to
download them. The speed and per-
formance of Java-based programs have
also been criticised - this may be due
partly to the increased number of
computations required within the
resident intermediate 'Java Virtual
Machine'. Steps have been taken to
improve this speed." Incompatibilities
also sometimes exist between various
versions of the Java software." The
present generation of viewers have
rough edges and are fairly limited in
options. Advanced three-dimensional
work is not possible.

More problematic, though, is
that in order to permit complete
interrogation of the image, the entire

image data file must be transferred.
A full DICOM image study typically
ranges in size from 2,5 MB to 50 MB,
compared with the image files alone,
which are usually between a,s MB
and 8 MB.4

Compression of images" cuts the
time required to send images by re-
ducing file size (typically to one third
of original size without data loss).
Much has been written about 'lossless'
compression (in which no data loss
occurs) versus 'lossy' compression (in
which some data loss occurs, but
greater compression is achieved); le-
gally acceptable levels of lossy com-
pression have yet to be clarified." In-
terest-based compression has also
been proposed', where lossless com-
pression is applied to regions of inter-
est, whereas lossy compression is used
elsewhere. A recently published tech-
nique of wavelet-based multi-resolu-
tion seamless image database (MrSID)
Portable Image Format (PIF)
(LizardTech, Seattle, WA) compres-
sion is an interesting alternative to
regular compression." (Wavelet-based
compression is a special mathemati-
cal technique of compression suitable .
for use on images.) MrSID allows an
entire low-resolution image to be rap-
idly delivered, but with either sender
or recipient-defined areas of higher
resolution following, occurring syn-
chronous to the viewing of the initial
image. This higher-resolution zone
may, for example, be merely depend-
ent on the position of a mouse cursor
indicating the area in which higher
resolution is desired. This compression
method is compatible with the new,
wavelet-based JPEG2000 standard.

In order to further reduce image
transmission times, higher connection
speeds are an important option to
explore. Internet communication links
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cover a large range of connection
media, through telephone modems,
cellular telephones, Integrated Serv-
ices Digital Networks (ISDN), satel-
lites, cable modems and direct net-
work connections, all with vastly dif-
fering speeds (see the table on page
20). Some reported average time-to-
displays (TTDs) for images using Java
DICOM viewers range from 4,5 sec-
onds to 71,1 seconds, despite use of
sophisticated networks.' This is some
distance short of ideal. In South Af-
rica, at least part of many Internet
connections takes place over slow tel-
ephone links. On these lines, files of
the size contemplated would require
anywhere from minutes to hours to
retrieve. In effect, a PACS system is
converted into a low-speed tele-
radiology system if it has to run over
telephone lines. As the speeds of
Internet connections increase, so the
feasibility of real-time interactive in-
terrogation of large data sets, includ-
ing digital video, becomes feasible.

However, the same Web model
can at present be effectively used
over a standard network within a
radiology department or hospital, as
an 'Intranet', relying on the far
higher speed of these dedicated
networks (typically 10 to 100
megabits per second).

Other options

Amongst other alternatives to the
Java-based DICOM viewer are stand-
alone DICOM viewers, such as the
somewhat more sophisticated 'Osiris'
program (Figure 4) (http://www.
expasy.chlUINlhtmll/projects/osiris/
osiris.htmlj.s This software is able to
perform most standard image ma-
nipulation operations, including cine-
mode viewing. The disadvantages are
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Figure 4: Example of stand-a/one DICOM viewer
interface (http://www.expasy.ch/UIN/htm/l/
projects/osirls/oslris.html)

that it cannot be auto-installed from
a distance, but rather needs individual
loading on each Web Pc. It is there-
fore also not self-updating.

A more recent generation of
HTML, known as eXtensible Markup
Language (XML), that allows text
codes to be custom-developed for
specific applications is potentially
ideal for medical imaging use. Other
proprietary options include Active X4
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA) and a
newly announced alternative to the
Java language, known as C sharp (C#)
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA). These
will no doubt also give rise to dedi-
cated DrCOM viewers.

Conclusions
The convergence of the IT revo-

lution and digital radiology has the
potential for highly beneficial cross-
pollination. There appear to be three
possible short-term applications for
Web-based radiology and/or Java
DrCOM viewers in South Africa.

Firstly, for secondary diagnosis, it
could offer referring practitioners
ready access to their patients' images
(possibly only CT and MRI initially),
without requiring specialist software,
hardware or support services. Either
representative JPEG images or the full
data set could be transferred, using
Java DrCOM viewers for the latter.
The generally slow speed of telecom-
munications in South Africa may,
however, impede the ready accept-
ance of this type of Web-based radi-
ology. Resistance from professional
colleagues has also sometimes been a
factor.v " Secondly, it could provide
after-hours access to images by radiolo-
gists from any Web Pc. Thirdly, the
Web server could be run on a depart-
mental or practice network as an
intranet, in order to implement a
PACS-type structure.' The use of Web-
based radiology inthis manner may give
users an idea of what can be offered in
advanced digital departments else-
where. A committed Web enthusiast
would undoubtedly be essential to set
up the system, but limited knowledge
of DrCOM would be required.

Other proposed and actual medi-
cal uses of the Web include dissemi-
nation of reports, laboratory results,
digital camera images and a host of
practice management applications. JO

The inclusion of Web radiology may
represent a significant step toward the
integration of all patient-related data
into an electronic medical record
(EMR) 11, possibly viewed entirely by
means of a Web-browser interface.'?
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